Efficient low-power TOBSY sequences for fast MAS.
Through-bond J-coupling based experiments in solid-state NMR spectroscopy are challenging because the J couplings are typically much smaller than the dipolar couplings. This often leads to a lower transfer efficiency compared to dipolar-coupling based sequences. One of the reasons for the low transfer efficiency are the second-order cross terms involving the strong heteronuclear dipolar couplings leading to fast magnetization decay. Here, we show that by employing a symmetry-based C9 sequence, which was carefully selected to suppress second-order terms, efficient polarization transfers of up to 80% can be achieved without decoupling on fully protonated two-spin model systems at a MAS frequency of 55.5 kHz with rf-field amplitudes of about 25 kHz. In addition, we analyse the effects of rf inhomogeneity and crystallites selection due to the polarization preparation method on the TOBSY transfer efficiency. We demonstrate on small model substances as well as on deuterated and 100% back-exchanged ubiquitin that C9391 and C9481 are efficient and practical TOBSY sequences at experimental conditions ranging from proton Larmor frequencies of 400-850 MHz, and MAS frequencies ranging from 55.5 to 111.1 kHz.